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FROM DESIGN TO
INSTALLATION, YOUR
VISION WITHOUT
COMPROMISE
Decorator Industries welcomes you to
a sampling of projects that we helped
create! We hope you enjoy them as
much as we loved transforming each
space. We are proud to have been
part of the teams that inspired the
decor at each of these locations.
We manufacture window treatments,
bedding and accessory products with
a focus in both the hospitality and
healthcare industries. The DI team
is dedicated to delivering exceptional
craftsmanship and design for each
and every client!
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YOUR HOME AWAY
FROM HOME
With a focus on both bedding and
window treatments, DI provides
elegant custom products that
are made to your exact needs
and specifications. A room with
peaceful tranquility and luxurious
accessories will create a unique
décor that personalizes each
room. By focusing on the guest’s
experience, you can create a room’s
motif that lends itself to a hotel stay
that provides the complete package
of relaxation and rejuvenation time
and time again!
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MODERN DÉCOR MEETS CLASSIC ELEGANCE
Creating rich, beautiful draperies, blinds, roller treatments and top
treatments are at the core of DI’s services. These along with
embroidered pillows and custom printed roller shades are unique
examples of the specialty services available. We specialize in putting the
finishing touches on any room and our products can customize your
space to make it pop with both color and design. Our work enhances
any design. This regal space is one example of how our services
accentuate community spaces in hotel lobbies, meeting rooms, and
bar/dining areas. Have a vision? There are endless options for fabrics.
We work with many mills and can help you find what you need and
make it a reality. Your satisfaction is our goal!
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NATURAL MOTIF
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ITFITS! FOUNDATION COVER AT YOUR SERVICE
One of Decorator Industries most innovative products with patent
proven technology is the ItFits! Foundation Cover. Known for its
resounding ease-of-use, crisp, clean appearance and smart design, its
footprint in the hospitality industry is growing by leaps and bounds!
When you plan your next bedding or room update, consider this
product. It will save your hotel time and money with less upkeep for
staff. The tight fitting foundation cover with this unique patented design
offers reduced wear and tear, which lends itself to a longer product life.
Ultimately, DI’s innovative product creates a more elegant room, while
also producing a smart business solution for you!
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LESS IS MORE
A touch of nature, with the tropics
out your door. You can almost
hear the sea gulls and feel the
ocean breeze as the waves break
on the shore. This room hosts a
minimalistic style featuring crisp
white linens with soft and subtle
nautical tones. Whether it’s a suite
or standard room, we can help.
Working with our clients through
every step of the decorating
process, from pre-measure to
quoting, or embroidery and design
to installation, our team of highly
skilled professionals is there to
meet your every need.
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BRINGING THE
OUTDOORS IN
Bring warmth and a natural feel to
your design space by maximizing
the amazing views and natural
light with complementary window
treatments. This subtle approach
creates an experience for your
guests that draws in the beauty
from outside, while also creating
interior design elements that tie
into this essence.
After previewing our brochure, we
hope that you have gained insights
into our industry expertise. If you
have any questions, don’t hesitate
to reach out, we are happy to serve
you! Visit decoratorindustries.com
or call 800.678.5423.
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